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Vintage55 is 
passion and 

research. 
It is not just a 

brand, it is a way 
of being that 

draws inspiration 
from the past.



Icons, stories and details of the 
past reinterpreted in a total 
contemporary look. Iconic garments 
inspired by Anglo-American culture, 
film and music myths.
Collections that recall different 
styles, from workwear, varsity, to 
marine and military. Authenticity, 
quality, research and curiosity are 
the basis of our work.
These are the values that guide us 
at all times, from the idea to the 
creation of our total look.



INSPIRATION



Our clothes revive vintage with 
personality and creativity, without 
neglecting a touch of humor. The 
same passion and curiosity guide us 
in the choice of special fabrics and 
washes, which contribute to keep 
the vintage flavor alive. Japanese 
denim, Barbados cottons, Indian 
natural dyes, Scottish wool, Italian 
leather and velvets.
Passion, attention to detail and 
experience guide our artisans in 
the creation of unique garments, 
expression of our deep connection 
with the quality of Made in Italy.

FABRICS AND MATERIALS



ON THE MANNEQUINS
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT

. Blackwatch overshirt

. Roundneck pocket sweatshirt

. Satin carrot cargo

. M-65 Field jacket

. “One big union” roundneck sweatshirt

. Corduroy city tailored

. Shawl collar cardigan

. Work chambray shirt

. Garment dyed t-shirt

. Canvas carrot chino



ON THE MANNEQUINS
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT

. Real vintage overshirt

. Melange pocket t-shirt

. Satin cargo tailored

. Melange zip hoodie sweatshirt

. “Phys.ed.” slub melange t-shirt

. Denim fatigue 



ON THE MANNEQUINS
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT

. Check curly wool overshirt

. Texana chambray shirt

. Denim fatigue

. M-51 Parka

. English rib roundneck sweater

. Canvas chino regular

. A-2 leather jeacket

. Denim shirt

. Satin cargo tailored



ON THE MANNEQUINS
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT

. Wool overshirt

. Check shirt

. Melange pocket t-shirt
 Canvas chino regular

. Real vintage camouflage parka

. Moulinè cardigan

. Pocket roundneck t-shirt

. Denim fatigue



THE MASTER OF SCOUTING
Roberto Dalla Valle 

A passion for traveling, discovering new 
cultures, style and design.

Fodness for military vintage and workwear 
of every market of the world.

For many years he collaborated as CEO and 
Vice President for international outdoors 

and wear companies.


